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About This Content

Invaders from Space have come to add extra terrestrial challenge to Crazy Machines 2! Meet Flinky, the bouncy alien and slimy
Species 1337 as you take on anti-gravity, break out the robots, and aim your laser beams! Use your wits and be ready to

encounter alien intelligence in the craziest mission ever from outer Space!

Challenge yourself with insane and dangerously silly experiments! Shoot rockets with Lasers! Use mirrors and shields to
manipulate them in the most unusual ways! It’s all different in outer space! Set off C4 explosives, build between asteroids, and

use gravitational shift to make contraptions that are out of this world!

Explore the possibilities and experience the craziest levels ever created for Space!

Features

New and unique building parts featuring UFOs, Flinky, the bouncing alien, Species 1337, 'Mobile' Laser Cannons, Laser
Shields, Asteroids, Planets, Moons, Rocket, and the X-Ray Display, and more!

Construct and create wacky contraptions that are out of this world!

Experience anti gravity bursts of energy like never before!

Can you make the aliens play volleyball? Make a rainbow wave of bouncing Flinkys? Will the robot circum-navigate the
celestial body?
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Exciting new levels like “Destroy UFOs”, “Free Flinkys”, “Recycle Robots” and more, in some of the most far-out
cosmic levels ever exclusively created for Space!

Join the online community and compete in achievements.

Leaderboards

Create your own puzzles and share them online. Download and play other peoples puzzles.
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crazy machines 2 invaders from space bundle edition. crazy machines 2 invaders from space

Missed my chance to snatch a free key on Reddit, so just went ahead and bought it. Beautiful game, the love poured into it
shows everywhere. The C64 had lots of games but no proper Galaga, so, even after all this time, this is really welcome and
improves on the original.. Edit: It has come to my attention that MagiCat's developer was previously part of the team ElagoTech
which developed Miracle Fly. This not only explains why the games are so similar art-asset and mechanic-wise, but also means
that MagiCat's developer is well within his rights to use these assets as he likes.

I apologise for any confusion I may have caused.

With that cleared up, I can now happily recommend MagiCat as it is a cute and enjoyable 2D platformer with tight controls and
smooth gameplay.

I'd be hardpressed not to compare it to Miracle Fly even now, the two are very similar in many ways after all. MagiCat has the
charm and puzzle elements from Miracle Fly but replaces the mouse controlled flying element with a control scheme more akin
to Super Mario Bros 3. The game has some sort of story, delivered through cutscenes with meow-ish dialogue; a script
sometimes difficult to follow, but with clear and concise acting to make up for it. Sound design and music could use some work
at times, but the charming asthetic and slick gameplay more than makes up for it.

If you like cats and you like platformers, you will probably like this game!

For clarity's sake you can find my previous statements below. Just know that after having been informed that the developer
behind MagiCat previously worked on Miracle Fly, my thoughts are no longer the same.

------------------

I don't like making assumptions, and so I won't. But I would very much like a response from the developer or publisher for
MagiCat because there is something that has been bugging me about this game since the moment I laid eyes on it.

As much as I do genuinely enjoy MagiCat and I do believe it is a well designed and fun game, some of the artistic choices, and
the Overworld map design in particular has me baffled. You see, when I picked this game up, I instantly thought of another
game released 2 years ago called Miracle fly. The overworld map looked identical to me when I first saw screenshots of it in the
store, and when I opened the game up even more so. You can see a comparison here: http://imgur.com/a/NjmlL For a video
comparison of the two games click here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4n-KhkQc7w

As the game seems to be heavily inspired by Miracle fly, to the point where I thought they shared assets, I believed this game to
be from the same developer team or publisher. But it is not. I do not know much about videogame development laws and I won't
pretend I do, nor do I believe this is enough to claim plagiarism, but in some areas I feel it does border on it and it leaves a sour
taste in my mouth.

The similarities do not end with the overworld map, they merely start there. The game's enemies and bosses are very similar as
well, as are the 3 red gems you are tasked to find in each level, the coloured buttons and corrisponding walls you are to
manipulate to traverse the areas among other things.

As previously stated, I do believe MagiCat is a fun game, and I can see some real effort was put into the game's coding as your
character moves smoothly and platforming is satisfying. However, the art direction (although more retro inspired with pixelated
graphics) does come far too close to Miracle fly without being made by the same team to worry me.

If I could get a response from MagiCat's dev or publishers clarifying the similarities (perhaps they're simply free assets in a
program like unity), then that would do much to lighten my mood. As it stands though, I am not sure if I can recommend
MagiCat due to my previously stated shakiness when it comes to its drastically similar assets to those used in the previously
released game Miracle fly. Despite how much I enjoyed playing the game in the short while that I did before deciding to
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compare its art assets to those of Miracle fly, which thereby prompted me to write this review, I have decided to request a
refund for MagiCat unless I get a response clarifying the similarities and assuring me that no plagiarism has taken place.

Sincerely, Sinful Sorcerer.. gameplay ahuyenni. This skin makes Lara look like a Veteran fighter ;-) <3. Great game for a cheap
price fun with friends!. I played "Woah Dave!" just shortly but i guess i saw all the game has to give so far...

Woah Dave! tries to be a "arcade Classic game"-styled game to hit the highest score only - only thing: there is NO score. Insteed
of score, the game counts how much "coins" you collected, which is pretty hard as longer you play.

The game is easy placed, it self says you chould best play it with a PSone or Xbox controller but if it should be a "classic arcade
game" i was about to use my old joySTICK which sadly didnt work...

Also, the game feels anyhow as whould it try to be a bunch of old REAL classic games mixed
To the game play self: You play Dave (so i guess) who pic up skull bombs or eggs to smash the alien(eggs). You collect the coins
they drops and sometimes a "WOAH!" block appiers and you can use it to smash all on screen.
Also it gives only ONE screen, nothing more - it maybe changes collors but thats it.

Having that all in mind i thought about follow games:
Eggs destroying = Joust
Coins and WOAH block (which looks a lot like the POW block) = Mario Bros.
Level Style = feels like Super Creat Box

But anyhow, Woah Dave feels really boring after time, there is nothing new, just throwing and thats done. The most thing i hate
is that you just need to touch the things and dave picks them up, mostly the things you dont want to pick up. there should be a
button to take things and throw them. I often died coz i picked up a bomb i dont want.

Also, "only" for hunting coins, the game gets pretty quick boring and there is not much to play for, ones you played over or
reach "1.50$" you can play in a kind of "hard" mode which doesnt makes more "fun" than the normal mode.

Honestly, its not worth the 5$ and looks more like a poor rip-off from the real good classic games like Mario Bros or like. There
is no "80s" in this game.... It's sad that this game is dead now. There is a message that playtests are at Wed 9pm and Sat 3pm
EST. But there are no people around at this time.
I think it would be better to put this game from steam. It costs not much, but there is no actual game inside.. Pretty cool a bit of
a chilvary\/thief vibe could use some additional work but it is nice to see something a bit different. You chould check it out if
you are into this kind of interesting melee combat.. You've played an indie game that's exactly like this several hundred times
before. Though if you have a soft spot for nostalgic retro platformers, you may look past the de ja vu thoughts to enjoy a fairly
decent, yet short retro platformer that's based off of a hilariously awful movie!:

https://youtu.be/R7YxwaNKqLc. I play it every day. I love it. I'll soon play it more than GTA V man. Only think I hate is that I
can't take big creations without lag, but that's not the game's fault.
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The game does not work on GNU/Linux at all don't buy it I hate liars.. Asset flip. Plain and simple. Gameplay is mediocre
without enough features to justify being anything but a f2p.

Devs readily admit to using stock assets they purchased, and when asked if when they had more experience modeling (as their
reason of their original assets being less-than-desireable seemed sympathetic enough) they implied that simply having original
assets meant it would be a "triple a level game"
To quote the dev with some paraphrasing:
"well it's just a 2 dollar game made by 2 dudes. It doesn't need to be on the level of triple a games"
It might be a decent time, but it's still an asset flip at the core. Don't spend your dosh.. English)
Shooter with the modest name Uebergame (Sverige that is).
Whether the German developers awesome irony, or outrageous delusions of grandeur.
- in the game the whole 3 of them! Gun, machine gun, grenade launcher on it, mines. All. This is the army, son.
- game in a SINGLE mode! Deathmatch. Say even in the first Duma modes? Not heard.
- in the game as much as a few pieces of cards made using the same template - ruins\buildings\bunkers in the center, and the
endless desert\forest sides. Moreover, there are breaks in the level, Hello Flat world of Terry Pratchett!
- in the game there is no choice of character skins. But you can change the color for example on the fashionable blue tint, and
you can also put the mode of 3 persons, with terribly jerky and curve animation.
- the game has a map editor, though, who needs all the "pros" of this game.
- the game has no official servers. And almost no players, although who is going to play?

Going to the site. you can see the tremendous library of free textures, sounds and all. That's apparently developed and decided in
my spare time to make this kind of LEGO. But, as his hands are splayed, turned that piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ And by the way who
do not understand-in this review do not dash, and not even a minus. 1/10

(Русский)
Шутер со скромным Uebergame имя (Свериге это).
Будут ли немецкие разработчики удивительной иронией, или возмутительно манией величия.
- в игре всего 3 из них! Пистолет, пулемет, гранатомет на нем, шахты. Все. Это армия, сынок.
- игры в одиночном режиме! Дефматч. Говорят, даже в первом режимов Думы? Не слышал.
- в игре аж несколько штук карт, сделанных по одному шаблону - руины\зданий\бункеры в центре, и бесконечная
пустыня\лес по бокам. Кроме того, есть разрывы в уровне Привет "плоский мир" Терри Пратчетта!
- в игре нет выбора персонажа. Но вы можете изменить цвет, например на модный синий оттенок, и вы можете также
поставить режим из 3-х человек, с жутко дерганная и кривая анимация.
- в игре есть редактор карт, хотя, кому нужны все "плюсы" этой игры.
- в игре нет официальных серверах. И почти нет игроков, хотя кто будет играть?

Зайдя на сайт. вы можете увидеть огромную библиотеку бесплатных текстур, звуков и все. Вот видимо разрабы и
решили в свободное время, чтобы сделать этот вид Лего. Но, так как руки кривоваты, оказалось что кусок
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥а. И кстати, кто не понял-в этом обзоре не тире, и даже не минус. 1/10. Everything is great. this game is
fun and challenging to those with shoot it up in your past for me i played hours and hours of airstrike 1945, back in the days of
arcade and i can tell you it has all the elements you would expect and love plus amazing twists about pudding and the love one
girl has for it lol. have also brought this game from Steam and it says on here that the add-on is already in my Steam Library. I
cannot find it in the game. Is there anything Steam can do or help me out here???
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